Listeners can selectively attend to a desired target by directing attention to known target source features, such as location or pitch. Reverberation, however, reduces the reliability of the cues that allow a target source to be segregated and selected from a sound mixture. Given this, it is likely that reverberant energy interferes with selective auditory attention. Anecdotal reports suggest that the ability to focus spatial auditory attention degrades even with early aging, yet there is little evidence that middle-aged listeners have behavioral deficits on tasks requiring selective auditory attention. The current study was designed to look for individual differences in selective attention ability and to see if any such differences correlate with age. Normal-hearing adults, ranging in age from 18 to 55 years, were asked to report a stream of digits located directly ahead in a simulated rectangular room. Simultaneous, competing masker digit streams were simulated at locations 15°left and right of center. The level of reverberation was varied to alter task difficulty by interfering with localization cues (increasing localization blur). Overall, performance was best in the anechoic condition and worst in the high-reverberation condition. Listeners nearly always reported a digit from one of the three competing streams, showing that reverberation did not render the digits unintelligible. Importantly, inter-subject differences were extremely large. These differences, however, were not significantly correlated with age, memory span, or hearing status. These results show that listeners with audiometrically normal pure tone thresholds differ in their ability to selectively attend to a desired source, a task important in everyday communication. Further work is necessary to determine if these differences arise from differences in peripheral auditory function or in more central function.
INTRODUCTION
Listening to one talker in a setting where different conversations jockey for attention is one of the most demanding auditory tasks we undertake. Performing this feat depends on selective auditory attention, the process that allows listeners to filter out unwanted sounds and focus on a desired source (Cherry 1953; Bronkhorst 2000; Hill and Miller 2010) . Selective auditory attention requires listeners both to perceptually segregate a source of interest from competing sources (forming a distinct perceptual auditory object; Darwin and Carlyon 1995) and to bring the desired auditory object into the perceptual foreground (e.g., see Francis 2010; Ihlefeld and Shinn-Cunningham 2008) . For instance, individuals can listen for an object with a particular attribute (such as focusing on the source from straight ahead), which helps bring that object into attentional focus (e.g., see Freyman et al. 1999; Darwin et al. 2003; Kidd et al. 2005a; Marrone et al. 2008a, b; Shinn-Cunningham and Best 2008) .
While most listeners are good at directing spatial selective auditory attention, some environments make this task more difficult than others. For instance, reverberant energy distorts the signals reaching the ears (Nabelek et al. 1989; Darwin and Hukin 2000; Culling 2007, 2008) . Both spatial cues (such as interaural time differences or interaural level differences) and pitch cues are less reliable in the presence of reverberant energy (Darwin and Hukin 2000; Culling et al. 2003; Zurek et al. 2004 ). These degradations can hinder object formation and object selection, interfering with selective attention (Darwin and Hukin 2000; Culling et al. 2003; Kidd et al. 2005b; Lavandier and Culling 2008; Marrone et al. 2008a, b) .
Aging can also impede spatial selective auditory attention (e.g., Snell et al. 2002; Tun et al. 2002; Helfer and Freyman 2008; Marrone et al. 2008a, b; Singh et al. 2008) . Anecdotally, even middle-aged listeners report problems with selective auditory attention (Helfer and Freyman 2008; Wambacq et al. 2009 ). A recent study shows that interaural phase discrimination is poorer in middle-aged listeners (40-55 years) than in young listeners (18-27 years; it is poorer still in older listeners aged 63-75), suggesting that temporal fine structure processing degrades at an earlier age than is often assumed for other forms of presbycusis (Grose and Mamo 2010) . Other recent studies also show that middle-aged listeners perform worse than younger listeners in some tasks, particularly those involving temporal processing (Grose et al. 2009; Helfer and Vargo 2009) . Consistent with this, brainstem responses to interaural time differences (ITDs) decline with age, and such deficits have been documented in middle-aged listeners (Ross et al. 2007; Ross 2008; Wambacq et al. 2009 ). This combination of behavioral and physiological evidence suggests that a task that relies on spatial selective auditory attention may be particularly sensitive in revealing effects of early aging on auditory perception. This study measured spatial selective auditory attention in listeners ranging in age from young adulthood to early middle age (ages studied in Helfer and Vargo 2009; Grose and Mamo 2010) ; this choice allowed us to study a adult listeners over a large age span (almost four decades) while avoiding confounding factors such as reduced cognitive function (which is apt to contribute to differences in performance in listeners older than those in our cohort; e.g., see Pichora-Fuller and Singh 2006; Sheldon et al. 2008a, b; Arlinger et al. 2009 ). We reasoned that any early aging effects on the auditory system were most likely to be revealed in conditions in which fine temporal cues (that are used to compute ITD) are not robustly represented in the acoustic inputs a listener hears.
Specifically, we postulated that reverberant energy would degrade ITD timing information, which would, in turn, blur localization information for all listeners. However, we hypothesized that this blurring might pose special challenges for middle-aged listeners if their ears do not encode fine timing information robustly to begin with. Accordingly, we varied the amount of reverberant energy included in the simulations to vary the task difficulty without changing the task itself. To factor out potential confounds due to other factors known to influence selective attention, we also measured performance on a memory reading span task (e.g., Conway et al. 2001; Akeroyd 2008) and screened out listeners with hearing loss (e.g., Best et al. 2010b; Gatehouse and Noble 2004; Helfer and Freyman 2008) . We predicted that performance would decrease as the level of reverberation increased and, after factoring out any effects of hearing thresholds and memory capacity, that performance would decrease with increasing age.
METHODS

Subjects
A total of 33 normal-hearing subjects, ranging in age from 18 to 55 years old, were paid $12.50 per hour for their participation. All gave written informed consent as overseen by the Charles River Campus Institutional Review Board. Roughly dividing the subjects by age, 17 were young adults aged 18-35; 16 were older adults (35-55 years old). All had audiometric thresholds of 20 dB HL or better for octave frequencies from 250 to 8,000 Hz and less than 10 dB of threshold asymmetry between the left and right ears. The young adult subjects were recruited from the Boston University student body. Middle-aged subjects, recruited through word of mouth and posters, were all working professionals from the Boston-Cambridge area. Nearly all held at least bachelor-level, post-secondary degrees.
The hearing thresholds for the younger adults and older adults overlap a great deal (see Fig. 1 , where the two light gray regions intersect, forming a dark gray region, over most of the frequency range). The groups' thresholds were well matched, with less than 5 dB HL difference between the mean thresholds at all frequencies (compare thick solid line and thick dashed line in Fig. 1 ). Although the older adults consistently had greater hearing loss in high frequencies than the younger adults, this difference was not statistically significant (2×7 ANOVA; p=0.253).
Working memory task
The Reading Span Test of simultaneous memory storage and processing (Daneman and Carpenter 1980) was administered to each subject using an established protocol that was previously shown to correlate with performance in an auditory attention task (Lunner 2003) . Test sentences were presented in three sequential segments on a computer screen and read aloud by the subject. At the end of the sentence, the subject verbally judged the plausibility of each sentence by responding "yes" if the sentence made sense and "no" if the sentence did not make sense. After all sentences in a block were read, the experimenter requested that the subject verbally report either all of the first words of the sentences in that block or all of the last words of these sentences. There were a total of 12 blocks of sentences presented (three blocks each of three, four, five, and six sentences, corresponding to progressively more challenging blocks). Unit-weighted partial credit scoring (mean of the percent correct within each section) was used to avoid biasing the scores in favor of high performers (Conway et al. 2005) .
Spatial selection task
Spatial selective attention was tested by asking listeners to report a sequence of target digits from a virtual location straight ahead in the presence of competing digit streams from two other virtual locations, one 15°t o the right and one 15°to the left. The level of reverberant energy was manipulated to modulate task difficulty realistically and without changing other parameters like spatial separation or target to masker ratio. Stimuli in the spatial selection task were processed by binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) that simulated specular reflections using a rectangular room model implemented in Matlab (Allen and Berkley 1979). The resulting BRIRs thus contained both spatial cues and patterns of reflected sound energy like those encountered in ordinary spaces.
The modeled room was 7×5 m and 3 m tall. The ears of the simulated listener were located 0.05 m from the center of the room at a height of 1.8 m. The three sources were simulated at a distance of 2.5 m from the receiver; the middle source was directly ahead of the receiver and the two maskers were 15°to the left and 15°to the right of the median plane of the listener. The BRIR was generated by summing, for the direct sound and each subsequent individual reflection, the appropriate head-related impulse response (measured on a KEMAR manikin; see Shinn-Cunningham et al. 2005a) , which was timedelayed, filtered, and amplitude scaled as needed, given the wavefront's path from source to the listener's head. Inclusion of this reverberant energy distorted the temporal fine structure in the signals reaching each ear; moreover, because this distortion differs in the two ears, it causes interaural decorrelation.
It is worth pointing out that the use of nonindividualized head-related impulse responses can reduce the subjective "realism" in a spatial simulation; however, a lack of realism does not seem to interfere with the ability to use interaural differences for focusing spatial selective attention (e.g., see ShinnCunningham et al. 2005b for a discussion of how robust spatial selective attention is even when using severely degraded spatial cues). Moreover, individual differences have little effect on left/right localization (Wenzel et al. 1993 ) and reverberant energy can mitigate losses in the subjective realism incurred by using non-individualized simulations (Begault et al. 2001) . Thus, for the current study of the abilities of listeners to use spatial cues to focus spatial attention in the left/right direction, simulations based on manikin recordings were not expected to yield different results than would have been obtained using individualized simulations.
The room model simulated one of three different levels of wall absorption to achieve three levels of reverberation: anechoic (T60 = 0 s), intermediate reverberation (T60=0.4 s), and high reverberation (T60=3 s). The absorption coefficients for the three conditions, selected to mimic absorption characteristics of common building materials, are shown in Table 1 for some key frequencies. As noted above, the addition of reverberation altered the temporal fine structure of signals reaching the listeners' ears, introducing interaural decorrelation. This interaural decorrelation interferes with ITDs in the stimuli, resulting in "localization blur" that we expected to reduce the efficacy of spatial selective attention.
The effects of the simulated reverberant energy can be seen in Figure 2 , which plots the broadband cross-correlation of the left-ear and right-ear BRIRs used in the simulations for sources from left 15°, center, and right 15°(rows) in the anechoic, intermediate reverberation, and high reverberation conditions (columns). In anechoic conditions, the interaural cross-correlation has a single, prominent peak at an ITD corresponding to the appropriate source direction (leftmost column in Fig. 2 ). However, these peaks are broader and less pronounced in the intermediate reverberation condition (middle column of Fig. 2 ) and even lower and broader in the high reverberation condition (right column).
This analysis demonstrates why adding reverberant energy may make it difficult to report the target digits, since the target in our task is distinguished from the maskers only by spatial position cues, which are blurred by added reflections. More specifically, because of the small 15°angular separations used, interaural level differences are negligible; the only feature distinguishing target from maskers is the ITD, and this feature is degraded by the interaural decorrelation caused by reflected energy, Stimuli consisted of single-syllable digits spoken by a single male talker digitally recorded by a sound engineer. The digits included values from one to nine, but excluded the two-syllable digit "seven." Five different tokens of each of the eight digits were used. Digits were convolved with the appropriate BRIRs to simulate the proper, natural spatial cues and reverberant energy content.
On each trial, three simultaneous streams, each containing four spoken digits, were presented. Each of the streams was simulated as coming from one of three directions: straight ahead (the target) or 15°to either side (the two maskers). Digits that were presented simultaneously in the three streams were constrained to differ from each other; the digits presented from a given source at a given time were otherwise selected randomly from among the 40 recorded speech tokens (five tokens of each of eight digits).
Across the three streams, the digits were time aligned so that three digits always started at the same moment, one from each source location. The onsetto-onset separation between consecutive digits from a particular location was 440 ms, which was about the length of the longest raw recorded token; as a result, consecutive digits essentially abutted one another in time in anechoic simulations. In the two echoic conditions, the BRIRs caused significant temporal smearing; thus, the tail of the response to a preceding digit generally overlapped (added) with the beginning of the subsequent digit in these conditions. Specifically, in the intermediate reverberation condition, the average overlap was about 0.4 s; in the highest reverberation condition, the overlap was about 3 s. Due to this temporal overlap from digit to digit, the effects of the reverberation built up throughout the course of each trial. After the presentation, listeners were asked to report the sequence of four digits presented from the center stream (the target) using a graphical user interface. At the beginning of the session, the spatial configuration of the three simulated sources was described to the subjects and they were told that they should report the numbers originating from the central source location. They were also made aware that the randomly ordered blocks would differ in their levels of reverberation. Subjects were instructed to guess if they were not sure of the correct response. After this introduction, subjects were given the opportunity to listen to each simulated spatial source in isolation as well as in combination with the other sources (in the anechoic condition). There was no limit on how many times listeners could play these training recordings before testing began; however, no such recordings were available once data collection in the actual experiment began.
Trials were organized into nine blocks: three blocks each of the three reverberant conditions. Blocks were randomly ordered (differently for each subject). Each block consisted of 50 trials, for a total of 150 trials per subject per condition. All nine blocks were performed in one session, which could last up to 3 h. Subjects were encouraged to take breaks as needed. Trials were self-paced: a subsequent trial began after listeners entered their response to the current trial.
RESULTS
Overall, listeners performed best in the anechoic condition, worst in the high-reverberation condition, and in between in the intermediate reverberation condition. Interestingly, when listeners failed to report the target digit, they generally reported one of the simultaneous masker digits, rather than guessing randomly among possible digits. Thus, although completely random responses have a 1/8 chance of being correct, it may be more appropriate to consider the chance of selecting the target digit by chance from among the three digits presented; the chance of being correct by such random selection is 1/3.
Of the 33 subjects, 28 subjects reported the target digit more often than expected by random selection chance (33%) in the anechoic (easiest) case. In the easiest, anechoic condition, the remaining five subjects were consistently more likely to report digits from one of the masker streams than to report the target digits. Each of these five listeners consistently chose either the left or right digit stream in the anechoic condition; however, which stream was selected varied from subject to subject. Given these results, we focus on the results of the 28 subjects who were able to perform the task as instructed and comment briefly on the results of the remaining five subjects in the "Discussion" section. Figure 3 plots the percent of target digits reported for anechoic, intermediate, and high levels of reverberation (left, center, and right panels of each subfigure, respectively) against age (Fig. 3A) , reading span task (Fig. 3B) , and pure tone average (Fig. 3C) . One of the most striking results is that, in anechoic space (left panels), performance ranged widely across subjects: from greater than 85% down to near 40%. These very large differences in performance in the anechoic condition were not correlated with age (r=−0.1832, p90.05; Fig. 3A) , reading span score (r=0.0513, p90.05; Fig. 3B ), or pure tone average (r=0.078, p90.05; Fig. 3C ).
In the intermediate reverberation condition, performance was lower than in the anechoic condition, ranging from about 30% correct to about 70% correct (compare left and middle panels in Fig. 3A , B, and C). As in the anechoic condition, there were large differences in individual performance; again, these differences were not correlated with age (r=−0.2035, p9 0.05), reading span (r=−0.0059, p90.05), or pure tone average (r=0.093, p90.05).
In the high reverberation condition, almost every listener performed near or just slightly above chance for selection (near 33%). Nonetheless, a few "star" listeners were able to perform well; one listener reported the target an average of 47% of the time, commensurate with the performance of some of the worst performers in the anechoic condition. Again, neither age nor reading span nor pure tone threshold predicted individual differences in the ability to selectively attend to the target source.
Comparing across the panels in Figure 3 , it is clear that on average, performance decreased as the amount of reverberation increased. However, this effect was not only true on average, it was true for every individual listener: each subject performed better in the anechoic condition than in either the intermediate reverberation or the high reverberation conditions. This is shown in Figure 4 , which plots the withinsubject difference between anechoic performance and performance in intermediate and high reverberation conditions (left and right bars, respectively). Individual subject data in both the left and right clusters are plotted as symbols against subject age, while the bars show the across-subject means and standard deviations. These data show that performance is always worse when there is more reverberant energy: in every individual case, listeners are better in anechoic conditions than in conditions with reverberation (yielding positive values in Fig. 4) . Consistent with the raw results, the difference in performance in the easiest, anechoic condition and in the two reverberant conditions was unrelated to age (see Fig. 4 
Analysis of responses by digit position
As noted above, response errors were generally not random, but tended to occur because listeners reported one of the masker digits rather than a digit from the central target stream. In addition, there was evidence, at least in anechoic conditions, that listeners became better at reporting the central target from the mixture over the course of a trial, an effect that has been previously observed in similar spatial attention tasks using multiple competing streams Best et al. 2010a ).
This buildup of spatial selective auditory attention can be seen in the results plotted in Figure 5A , which shows percent correct as a function of the digit position within the four-digit sequence, averaged across the 28 subjects who completed the task as directed.
Specifically, performance was better on digit 4 (average near 80%) than on digit 1 (average near 60%; squares increase from left to right within Fig. 5A ). A two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed that digit position had a significant effect on percent correct (F(3, 324)=11.53, pG0.01). Reverberation level also had a significant effect on percent correct (F(2, 324)=330.37, pG0.01). The significant interaction of digit position and reverberation (F(6,324)=63.68, pG0.01) supports the observation that build-up is strongest in the anechoic condition, weaker in the intermediate reverberation (see asterisks in Fig. 5A ), and completely gone in the high reverberation condition (the circles in Fig. 5A do not vary from left to right within the panel).
Figure 5B, C, and D break down the response errors into reports of left maskers, right maskers, or random guesses (a report of a digit that was not presented in the target stream or either masker stream), respectively, as a function of digit position. Together, these results show that in the high reverberation condition (circles), the average likelihood of reporting the left or right maskers equals the likelihood of reporting the target (all circles in the left three panels fall near 30%). For lower levels of reverberant energy, the likelihood of reporting the left or right maskers was lower than in the high reverberation condition, an effect that grew stronger over the course of the four-digit long sequence (stars and squares fall below circles in Figure 5B and C, and the distance separating squares from circles increases from left to right within each panel). This decrease in the number of maskers reported from digit to digit supports the idea that attention to the center stream builds up from one digit to the next. Figure 5D plots the percentage of responses in which listeners guessed, reporting a digit that was not presented in either the target or masker streams. As noted above, these errors happened relatively infrequently, less than 15% of the time in all conditions. Moreover, for digits one and four, these percentages are near zero. Only for digits two and three does the guessing percentage reach levels of 10-15%. These results reflect the traditional serial order phenomena of primacy and recency (e.g., see Jahnke 1965): subjects rarely guessed on the first or last digit in the stream.
The pattern of correct responses (Fig. 5A ) in the different conditions reflects a combination of both attentional build-up and serial order (memory) effects. Specifically, attentional build-up (evidenced by a decrease in the likelihood of selecting a masker from digit to digit) causes the probability of a correct response to increase from digit-to-digit. However, primacy and recency effects hurt performance for the middle digits (two and three), resulting in performance that is better on digits one and four. The net result of these two effects is that the probability of being correct increases modestly, at best, from digits one through three (where attentional build-up and primacy/recency effects work in opposition) and then is much higher for digit four (where the two factors work in concert). Thus, even though the memory load is low in our task, we believe that memory effects interact with attentional build-up in determining how the probability of being correct changes from digit to digit.
DISCUSSION
This study sheds insight into the processes that allow the auditory system to focus spatial attention in taxing, reverberant listening conditions. In our spatial selective auditory attention task, listeners rarely guessed the identity of a digit; instead, they almost always reported one of the digits that had been presented (see Fig. 5 ). This low rate of guessing responses suggests that even the high reverberation did not significantly interfere with the intelligibility of the competing digits. If listeners had been unable to understand any of the digits, they would have had to guess. Moreover, if reverberant energy had caused significant intelligibility difficulties, they should have been greatest for the final digit and smallest for the initial digit (as reverberation builds up over the course of each trial). Therefore, guessing errors would have been expected to increase with temporal position; instead, guessing responses for the final digit were essentially zero (see Fig. 5D ). The fact that guessing errors are infrequent further suggests that memory was not the primary factor determining how well individual listeners performed. Although memory was not the main limitation on performance, the pattern of guessing errors was consistent with known memory effects. Specifically, in immediate recall tasks, it is common for subjects to perform particularly well when recalling the initial item in a sequence (primacy) and the final item in the sequence (recency; e.g., see Jahnke 1965). These primacy and recency effects account for why we found guessing errors to be greater for the two middle digits than for the initial or final digits. Thus, it seems that in the current four-digit recall task, memory plays a modest, but predictable role.
We believe that the relatively small influence of memory in the current task explains why performance of listeners in our selective attention task was uncorrelated with their Reading Span Score (see Fig. 3B ), even though this measure has been seen to correlate with performance in other auditory selective attention tasks (Lunner 2003) . In particular, we believe that due to the nature of the speech materials used and the experimental paradigms employed, working memory demands were relatively modest here compared to many other, past studies. Indeed, because our primary interest was in trying to isolate differences in performance that might arise due to early sensory changes in the aging auditory system, rather than cognitive effects, we designed our task to emphasize the ability to encode fine temporal information necessary for computing ITDs and to minimize the influence of memory demands. The lack of memory effects increases the task's specificity in identifying individual differences in performance. The current results strongly suggest that failure of selective spatial attention is the main factor determining performance in our task, rather than intelligibility of the digits or memory constraints; the individual differences in our task reflect differences in the ability to select a desired target stream based on fine ITD cues.
In the anechoic condition, performance tended to improve from digit-to-digit (albeit weakly from digits one through three). Similarly, in the intermediate condition, performance was best on the final digit, even though the reverberant energy increased from digit-to-digit in this condition. Consistent with these effects, the likelihood of reporting a masker digit decreased systematically from digit to digit in both the anechoic and intermediate conditions. This build-up pattern is consistent with a build up of spatial selective focus across time, an effect that has been seen in our laboratory on other, similar tasks Best et al. 2010a) . The presence of this build up lends further support to the idea that selective attention is the primary factor determining performance in the current experiment.
In the current attention task, adding reverberation had a great impact on performance. For each subject who could focus on the correct, target source, adding reverberant energy degraded performance (see Fig. 4) . Given that the current task seems to be dominated by demands on selective attention, it thus appears that reverberant energy specifically interferes with spatial selective attention, as expected. Reverberation disrupts temporal fine structure in the signals reaching the listeners' ears; thus, reverberation distorts harmonic structure, interaural correlation, onsets, offsets, and common modulation (e.g., see Nabelek et al. 1989; Darwin and Hukin 2000; Culling et al. 2003) , all of which normally aid in segregating competing sources into distinct perceptual objects (Darwin and Carlyon 1995; . Reverberation is also likely to interfere with higher-order perceptual features like pitch and location, making such features of competing sources perceptually more similar so that listeners cannot select the proper target from the mixture (see Fig. 2 as well as the discussion in Shinn-Cunningham and Best 2008). Indeed, of the minority of subjects who were biased towards reporting one of the side, masker sources rather than the central target, increasing reverberation generally reduced their response bias (i.e., with increasing reverberation, the likelihood of reporting the left masker, right masker, and central target became more equal), suggesting that even listeners who consistently attended to the wrong source in anechoic space could not distinguish between target and maskers as well in the presence of reverberant energy (data not shown). Thus, as we originally hypothesized, our results show that reverberant energy disrupts spatial selective auditory attention, consistent with past studies showing that reverberant energy decreases the listening benefit of spatially separating competing sources (Kidd et al. 2005b; Marrone et al. 2008a, b) .
Perhaps the most striking finding in the current results is the magnitude of the individual differences in performance in the anechoic and intermediate reverberation conditions. Studies of individual differences done by Watson, et al., have shown large individual differences in general auditory ability, especially in speech processing (Drennan and Watson 2001; Surprenant and Watson 2001; Kidd et al. 2007 ). While we hypothesized that we would see such differences, we expected them to correlate with age, reflecting degradations in the fidelity with which the sensory system encodes fine temporal details even in pre-senescent (middle-aged) listeners. This expectation was driven by previous studies of middle-aged listeners that reveal deficits in physiological responses evoked by changes in interaural cues (Ross et al. 2007; Ross 2008; Wambacq et al. 2009 ), as well as psychophysical studies that reveal deficits in performance by middle-aged listeners (Grose et al. 2006; Helfer and Vargo 2009; Grose and Mamo 2010) . Despite this, on our task, we found that age did not predict individual differences in performance.
We also found no relationship between performance on our spatial selective attention task and working memory capacity or between performance and thresholds of hearing. As noted above, by design, memory has little effect on performance of our task, which likely explains why Reading Span Score was unrelated to performance on the selective attention task. In addition, because we specifically constrained our subject pool to listeners with clinically normal pure tone hearing thresholds, there was relatively little variation in hearing status across the tested population; given this, it is also reasonable that pure tone averages did not predict selective-attention performance. That said, when divided into groups of younger and older listeners, our older listeners tended to have slightly worse pure tone thresholds at the highest frequencies tested. Thus, as a group, our middle-aged listeners were both older and had slightly worse hearing than our younger listeners. Yet even with both of these factors at play, age was not predictive of performance on the spatial selective auditory attention task (see Fig. 3A) .
Although our task was designed to look for early aging effects on the ability to selectively attend, what we found instead were large variations in selective attention ability across our cohort of normal-hearing listeners, whose ages spanned from young adult to middle aged. Normal-hearing thresholds co-occurring with poor performance on spatial listening, listening in noise or multiple-source tasks is often used to diagnose a listener as having auditory processing disorder (APD; see Dawes and Bishop 2009). Thus, tasks with the specificity of the one tested here may be particularly sensitive to identifying individuals with such difficulties.
APD is often assumed to be due to central processing difficulties, not peripheral difficulties. This idea is driven by the fact that APD listeners, by definition, have normal hearing thresholds and because the tasks that are used to diagnose APD often involve higher-order cognitive demands, like requiring a listener to engage spatial selective attention.
However, the fact that our study shows a direct impact of reverberation level on spatial selective auditory attention in normal-hearing listeners calls this logic into question. Specifically, our results show that adding reverberation (a form of peripheral noise) to a scene containing competing speech sources dramatically interferes with the ability to selectively attend to a target from a known direction (a task with strong cognitive demands). This degradation of selective attention was seen even though the reverberation levels we employed left the competing speech signals intelligible. Thus, behavioral deficits on tasks that require attention may reflect differences in how robustly the periphery encodes supra-threshold acoustic inputs (such as differences in the encoding of fine temporal details in the input signals, which are known to be important for selective attention).
A number of recent studies reveal that hearingimpaired listeners often have deficits in temporal fine structure encoding, which can correlate with difficulties in understanding speech in noise (see Lorenzi et al. 2006; Strelcyk and Dau 2009) . However, our results hint that many "normal-hearing" listeners may have deficits in encoding of temporal fine structure in supra-threshold signals, even though their thresholds of hearing are not affected. Recent animal studies reveal that noise exposure that does not permanently alter pure tone thresholds can nonetheless be accompanied by a loss of spiral ganglion cells (Kujawa and Liberman 2009) . Given that convergence of multiple auditory nerve fibers is thought to lead to the exquisite precision of temporal fine structure encoding in the cochlear nucleus (e.g., see Joris and Smith 2008), loss of spiral ganglion is likely to result in a reduction in the encoding of temporal fine structure in supra-threshold signals. Moreover, listeners with normal pure tone thresholds can show large differences in the reliability with which these brainstem encodes the harmonic structure of speech sounds, which correlates with their ability to understand speech in noise (e.g., Anderson et al. 2010; Skoe and Kraus 2010) . Finally, studies of temporal jitter and spectral smearing suggest that processing of temporal fine structure in low-frequency signals is perceptually important (MacDonald et al. 2010) . Taken together, these studies suggest that a cohort of listeners with similar, "normal" audiometric thresholds may nonetheless have large differences in their supra-threshold peripheral auditory function. Such variations may help account for the differences we see in normalhearing listeners' ability to selectively attend to a target source among similar, competing speech streams.
Future work to explore the relationship between peripheral encoding and performance on "central" tasks like the spatial attention task employed here is critical to address this possibility. For instance, comparing individuals' ability to detect fine temporal information and their performance on our spatial selective attention task may reveal a systematic correlation (e.g., see Strelcyk and Dau 2009). Physiological measures of brainstem encoding of fine temporal structure could also correlate with spatial selective attention performance (e.g., Anderson et al. 2010; Skoe and Kraus 2010) . Such relationships could yield insight into the sources of individual differences in selective attention; we are currently conducting follow-up experiments with some our normal-hearing listeners to explore this possibility.
By design, the current task emphasizes the importance of encoding fine temporal information in focusing spatial selective attention; as discussed above, we crafted our task to be sensitive to differences in supra-threshold sensory coding in the periphery of the auditory system. We find that there is a broad range of ability on our task. It is likely that, if they were seen in the clinic, some of our worst listeners would be diagnosed as having APD or some similar syndrome. There is undoubtedly a range of factors that contribute to perceptual difficulties leading to diagnoses of APD, including deficits in cognitive function, executive control, and sensory coding (including encoding of temporal fine structure). However, the very specificity of the current spatial selective attention task may prove useful in the clinic as a way to measure the contribution of one specific factor to the ability to communicate in everyday settings. By isolating specific mechanisms that can lead to different clinical diagnoses (such as APD), it may be possible to develop more specific and effective treatments and devices to aid listeners with such problems.
